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Portable RSS Guard Crack+ Free Download For PC

It enables you to read RSS feeds from your favorite sites, no matter where you are. It is a
special edition of RSS Guard that does not require installation, enabling you to launch it
directly from a USB stick and stay up-to-date with the latest news on the go. With a clean
and simple interface, you can easily navigate to the desired category by simply clicking on
the desired one. To add new feeds to the list, select the desired feed type, add a few
options and import feeds from an OPML file. The internal browser can be used to visit
external web pages, while mouse gestures allow you to quickly navigate to the next web
page and automatically update your feeds. Additionally, Portable RSS Guard supports
screen notifications and has built-in proxy support for better protection of your privacy.
Main features: - Organize feeds by category - Read feeds by tapping the feeds - Easy, clean
and intuitive interface - Option to read ATOM 1.0 and RDF feeds - Import feeds from
OPML files - Can be launched directly from a USB stick - Supports mouse gestures - Built-
in web browser - Support for screen notifications - Built-in proxy - Clean desktop and user-
friendly RSS readers - Supports RSS 2.0.1 and RSS 2.0 - Supports RSS 0.92 / 0.93 / 0.91 /
0.93 / 1.0 / ATOM 1.0 - Support for RDF feeds - Built-in web browser and mouse gestures
- Uses RSS 2.0 - Built-in web browser - Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Internal
web browser - Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Support screen notifications - Built-
in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Use external web browser - Built-in mouse gestures -
Uses RSS 2.0 - Use external web browser - Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Use
external web browser - Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Use external web browser
- Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Use external web browser - Built-in mouse
gestures - Uses RSS 2.0 - Use external web browser - Built-in mouse gestures - Uses RSS
2.0 - Use external web browser - Built-in

Portable RSS Guard Crack With License Key

RSS reader for Windows that works with RSS, ATOM and RDF feed formats. Instant
Notification Notification area on desktop. Preview content before loading. Link to web site
with external web browser. Convenient mouse gestures. Portable RSS Guard is a free
download from PortableApps.com and was rated: Portable RSS Guard is included in the
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category of RSS readers, enabling you to read news and articles from your favorite
websites no matter where you are. It is a special edition of RSS Guard that does not require
installation, enabling you to launch it directly from a USB stick and stay up-to-date with
the latest news on the go. Effortlessly organize your feeds The application groups all your
feeds under specific categories, making it easier for you to organize and read new content.
It is compatible with various protocols, namely RSS 2.0 and 2.0.1, RSS 0.91 / 0.92 / 0.93 /
1.0, ATOM 1.0 and supports feeds that require authentication. Adding new feeds to the list
is just a matter of a few clicks: you must select the desired category, the feed type and
configure a few options related to automatic update and the encoding mode. Alternatively,
you can import feeds from an OPML file. Internal web browser and mouse gestures for
easy control Its main window comprises information about the last 30 records, displaying
their title, the author name and the creation date. Clicking on an item reveals its contents,
which are shown in the lower pane. Portable RSS Guard features screen notifications,
proxy support and comes with an internal web browser that enables you to visit pages
pointed out by your feeds. Alternatively, you can open a link using the user-defined
external web browser. To make things easier for you, it integrates mouse gestures, so you
can navigate to the previous or the next web page by simply dragging the mouse.
Furthermore, it can be configured to automatically update feeds once every a few minutes.
A reliable and user-friendly RSS reader Providing support for RSS, ATOM and RDF feed
formats, Portable RSS Guard is a simple RSS reader that can be carried around on a USB
drive, without leaving footprints in the system registry. Its tab-based GUI, along with the
clear options and the simple configuration make it suitable for all types of users.
KEYMACRO Description: RSS reader for Windows that works with RSS, ATOM
77a5ca646e
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Portable RSS Guard For PC

• Easy to use • Safe reading: system doesn’t change and private data remains confidential. •
Quick and simple configuration • Support most commonly used RSS and ATOM feeds •
The application is designed to be portable and stays in the memory, does not require
installation and stays up to date with the latest news. • Available in 9 languages and has a
user manual. • Intuitive interface • Frequent updates • Available in two versions, Lite and
Standard. The easiest and quickest way to read and comment on hundreds of RSS feeds at
the same time and stay updated with them. Over 5,000 RSS feeds, including Yahoo, Blog,
Del.icio.us, Digg, Blogger, Flickr, etc. Supports 99 feeds per category and over 15
categories RSS Comments – leaves a comment on an article or on a category/feed. Favorite
– Save the article as a Favorite, so it will show on a list of your Favourites Create an RSS
reader – make a list of RSS feeds and favorite them. Always up to date – The app updates
itself every 30 minutes. RSS Import – Import feeds from OPML format. Syndication – Get
all your content in one place, so you can share it with others. Always up to date – The app
updates itself every 30 minutes. Feed categories – Group your feeds by topic and location,
add and remove categories, delete them all. Browser – View your news from a web
browser with custom settings, choose a feed and view its content. Fully customizable –
Change the fonts, colors and more. RSS reader – Create lists of RSS feeds and read them
in a web browser. RSS News Feed Watch is the leading free RSS reader for Android
phones and tablets. It’s an open-source app with a clean, intuitive and fast design. You can
import all your feeds, and add them by clicking on the ‘Add feeds’ button. And for even
better control, you can download extra widgets to get quick access to more feeds. Features:
- Import all RSS feeds you have in your Google Reader - Import all RSS feeds in our
premium lists - Split your list of feeds into three widgets - Add widgets to your
homescreen - Download and manage widgets easily - View and export feeds to OPML
format - Customize the application layout - Support for Simplenote - Open

What's New in the?

RSS-Droid Portable is a free RSS reader for Android that supports RSS, ATOM and RDF.
It does not require Internet connection, enabling you to read news from local sites even
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when there is no coverage. It also features a tabbed GUI that displays all your feeds in the
main window. Features: - RSS reader supporting RSS 2.0 and 2.0.1, RSS 0.91, RSS 0.92,
RSS 0.93, ATOM 1.0 and RDF - Tabbed GUI - Internal web browser - Internal mouse
gestures - Lightweight and user-friendly - Local feed handling - No Internet connection
required - Public RSS support - Import and export from OPML - Attach to any device
using a USB cord - Easy to use This program does not contain any form of malware, trojan
or adware. The author of the software is Richard Hill, this is a free trial of the software,
which you can use at your own risk. If you like the software, please purchase the pro
version. Latest version with support for Facebook comments on your mobile RSS reader:
Like us on Facebook and get updates: Pro version of RSS Droid Portable RSS Guard is
included in the category of RSS readers, enabling you to read news and articles from your
favorite websites no matter where you are. It is a special edition of RSS Guard that does
not require installation, enabling you to launch it directly from a USB stick and stay up-to-
date with the latest news on the go. Effortlessly organize your feeds The application groups
all your feeds under specific categories, making it easier for you to organize and read new
content. It is compatible with various protocols, namely RSS 2.0 and 2.0.1, RSS 0.91 / 0.92
/ 0.93 / 1.0, ATOM 1.0 and supports feeds that require authentication. Adding new feeds
to the list is just a matter of a few clicks: you must select the desired category, the feed
type and configure a few options related to automatic update and the encoding mode.
Alternatively, you can import feeds from an OPML file. Internal web browser and mouse
gestures for easy control Its main window comprises information about the last 30 records,
displaying their title, the author name and the creation date. Clicking on an item reveals its
contents, which are shown in the lower pane. Portable RSS Guard features screen
notifications, proxy support and comes with an internal web browser that enables you to
visit pages pointed out by your feeds. Alternatively, you can open a link using the user-
defined external web browser. To
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel Core i3-3225 Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 650 or AMD Radeon HD 7730 DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 2 GB available space Additional Notes: Support for Raspberry Pi is not included.
Recommended: Memory: 8 GB RAM
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